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WELCOME
Welcome to the very first edition of the
Sampler. Every May, July, October, December
and March, we’ll be talking about all the very
best in clubbing and electronic music in
Oxfordshire.
MAY 2011
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Hope you enjoy the first issue.
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Club News
N Dubz postpone Oxford tour date
Oxford had to wait a bit longer for its latest visit from
North London grime / pop sensation N Dubz earlier
this month when they postponed their Live. Love.
Life. show at the O2 Academy at short notice. No
reason has been given, just a statement posted on
their website that said: “Unfortunately we have had to
postpone the Liverpool and Oxford shows. Sorry to all
the fans that have been looking forward to the shows
this week.”
Dappy, Tulisa and Fazer, now the stars of their own TV
show ‘Being N Dubz’, which is screened on Channel 4,
have now rescheduled the date for July 20th. Original
tickets are still valid.

Club News
New nightclub opens in Wantage
Shush is the new nightclub that opened its doors in
Wantage in April. The club, which has a 600 capacity
complete with 3 bars and a brand new sound system,
is on the site of the Regal Cinema which closed down
in 2005. The venue is aiming to be more than a typical
nightclub might, and will also be hosting live music,
theatre and comedy events. For event listings go to:
www.shush.fm.
Boy George at O2 Academy
Culture Club singer Boy George, a bit of a legend for
his DJ skills having travelled the world with his record
box in tow, hits the decks at the Academy on Monday
6th June. The night is the launch of a new monthly club
night Icon which is being run in association with Pride.

Legendary Mancunian producer / DJ Gerald Simpson aka A Guy Called Gerald has confirmed he will be
bringing his studio to Oxford with a very special live set at Out to Graze Festival this year. One of the UK’s most
dedicated producers AGCG has released on definitive labels Perlon, Sender, !K7 and Beatstreet over the
last five years and has been busy touring the globe with his deep live sessions. Gerald was also one of the
original members of 808 State who produced the huge crossover instrumental 'Pacific State' in the late
'80s. From the timeless dancefloor hit 'Voodoo Ray', the song that put British acid house on the map, to
'28 Gun Bad Boy' and the Juicebox releases which gave jungle a blueprint, to 'Black Secret Technology',
no other British dance music artist since the acid house explosion has produced as many important
records as A Guy Called Gerald. Other acid house - hold names who are appearing on OTG's inspired
lineup this year are Jazzie B from Soul II Soul and DJ Colin Dale whose Abstrakt Dance show on, then
pirate station, Kiss FM in the '80s is credited with making Techno a more mainstream music form.
Out To Graze takes place
over the weekend of 8 - 10th
July at Fir Tree Country Park
in Oxfordshire.
See preview later in the
magazine and lineup and
ticket details are at
www.outtograze.com

Free DJ Mix
has compiled an
exclusive Out To Graze
retrospective tech/
house mix of crowd –
pleasers for Sampler
magazine readers which

Simple / Slide resident DJ James Weston
includes cuts by Layo &
Bushwacka, Chemical
Brothers, Lee Mortimer
and Totally Enormous
Extinct Dinosaurs. To hear
it, log on to
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bit.ly/otg2010mix or if
you have the QR scanner
application on your
mobile phone, wave it at
the QR code on the right

outside: inside festival July 9-30 / Reading
The UK’s first ever pop-up festival, outside: inside (where events literally ‘pop-up’ all
over town) takes place between the 9th and 30th of July in Reading. As well as the
scheduled gigs with artists which include Lee Scratch Perry, Dub Pistols, Hayseed
Dixie, Beardyman, Dans le sac, Serial Killaz, Misty’s Big Adventure, Hype, the Fall and
Andy C (pictured), there will be venues springing up in courtyards, closed shops,
churches and green spaces, cinemas, theatres and restaurants.
Expect surprise, intimate performances from some of the main acts and stages
run by BBC Introducing and others. A full pass to all the events (including
accommodation) costs £150, but one day tickets are available from £10 and ‘early
bird’ full festival tickets priced at £75 are available from the official website
www.outsideinsidefestival.com

NEW dancehall, roots & reggae blog for Oxford
www.sensibledancehall.com
twitter.com/SNSBLDNCHL
Reggae fans will be pleased to hear there is a brand
new website on the scene covering reggae, dub,
dancehall and roots music in Oxford. It features
local events, with a frequently updated calendar,
alongside gig previews & musical treats. As well the
events features there are also readers’ updates on the
national & international reggae/dancehall scene, with
information on radio shows, new releases, videos and
everything in between. They are also in the process of
arranging a regular monthly reggae night at an east
Oxford venue.

Truck Festival July 22-24
Building on the success
of the genre last year, the
following are confirmed
for 2011’s Truck Festival
(July 22-24) dance
line-up: Kostas Goustas,
Jack Richens, Si Roche,
Cubiq, Angie Walters,
Zumfield, Ed Steele, Ben
Downing & Scott Parker.
There will be a 45 hour
music programme over
three days that will run
until 04:00 on Friday &
Saturday and 02:30 on
Sunday. This will include

dance in all its forms;
techno, disco, drum
& bass, dubstep, dub,
reggae, ambient, funk,
electro, breakbeat and
edits (amongst other
styles).
The new ‘Boxford’ area
will include a main
stage, cocktail lounge
(including DJs), café /
chill-out tent, skateboard
ramps, DJ / lighting &
visual tower and graffiti
expo. Skateboarding
and graffiti workshops
will run throughout the

and is all over BBC 6Music
courtesy of Saturday
night DJ Don Letts. It’s
released in July on 12” on
Nice Up.

weekend. There will be
an extended lighting rig
in the main tent (lasers,
strobes, VJs, smoke etc.)
and a tower outside for
day time DJs and nighttime visuals; possibly
pyrotechnics! For ticket
info and full lineup visit
www.thisistruck.com

Prism Rules

Skylarkin' Single
‘Dub of a Preacherman’ is
the debut collaboration
from Oxford DJ Count
Skylarkin’ and the
hilariously monickered
Harvey K-Tel. The track
was originally signed
by roots / reggae label
Trojan Records 3 years
ago but structural
changes meant they
never got round to
releasing it. The track
remixes ‘Son of a
Preacherman’ (version
by 1960s Jamaican vocal
trio The Gaylettes) in a
near - jungilist style and
it’s already made its way
into the record boxes
of The Nextmen and
Massive Attack’s Daddy G

Very much an important
chapter in the story
of dance music in
Oxfordshire, Prism began
life at the Co-Op hall
(which later became
The Zodiac and then
the Academy) in 1990.
Such is their legendary
status, their 20th reunion
party earlier this year
sold out 3 weeks in
advance of the event,
so by popular demand,
they have Part 2 on 1st
July at, appropriately, The
O2 Academy. Original
resident DJs Kieran &
Marty P will be spinning
the discs and they have 2
Bad Mice performing live.
You can see some of
the original flyers and
some footage at http://
prismcluboxford.
blogspot.com
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Club News

CHRIS BOUND TRACKS FOR THE SUMMER

LEE ‘SCRATCH’ PERRY

Crookers can do no wrong in my opinion - this unreleased
cut from their debut album shows exactly why.

2. BOYS NOIZE / & DOWN

I can always rely on Boys Noize to create a killer remix.
A grinding, electro track with a beat that just gets
catchier and catchier.

3. THE NAKED & FAMOUS / YOUNG BLOOD

A summer anthem released in December, I'll still be
playing this long after autumn’s come. For those who
love MGMT, but are bored of hearing the same 3 songs.

4. DR GONZO / SPRINGER
Volker Schaner © Fufoo Film GmbH 2008

Another Crookers track, kind of. This one, under the
guise of Dr Gonzo, with the catchiest and bounciest
tune since Major Lazer's 'Pon De Floor'. Expect to hear
this all summer.

5. BEASTIE BOYS / MAKE SOME NOISE

The new Beastie Boys track shows you don't have to
update your sound to stay relevant. A retro cut with all
the usual tongue-twisting lyrics. An instant classic.

6

7 Collie buddz

2

7 MOVE D &

Ams vs tim deluxe

8

3

Lethal bizzle

9 Magnetic man feat

2 Mc versatile

Let’s start the party

3
4
5

It just won’t do
(dj naughty mix)

6

TOP
10
1 BASSBIN TWINS

Donaeo

Check my
swagga out

Look at me now

Akon ft. Jadakiss

Puff it again
(kush dancehall mix)

Buju banton
Hot gal wining

katy b

Pow 2011 (roska
remix)

Freaky

Chris brown /
Busta rhymes

Perfect stranger
(benga remix)

10 Mann
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Buzzin’ (remix)

I've had the honour to play with Losers (AKA Eddy
Temple-Morris and Tom Bellamy) before and this was
no doubt a true anthem.

7. CRYSTAL FIGHTERS / PLAGE

A cheery, smiley little ditty with so much sunshine
beaming out of it, you might have to wear sunglasses
to listen to it.

8. SLEIGH BELLS / INFINITY GUITARS

Sleigh Bells really started going somewhere this year.
And this is by far the noisiest tune on this list. The final
verse is just brutal!

9. DOES IT OFFEND YOU, YEAH? / THE WRESTLER
A hard beat, thundering bass, samples of the word
'F@#£' every other bar. What more could you want.

10. CHASE & STATUS / NO PROBLEM

Chase & Status album, 'No More Idols' is incredible,
and this being the first tune - it just sets the pace for
the whole record. But it also guarantees people will go
totally nuts!

Chris Bound plays Fat Poppadaddy’s at Lola Lo, Oxford every Thursday.

Dj AC (kiss n tell)
urban chart
1

10

1. CROOKERS ft PITBULL / NATURAL BORN HUSTLER 6. LOSERS ft. RIZ Mc & ENVY / FLUSH

Live extravaganza at the Regal
There’s a real treat for any fans of dub and reggae
on June 4th when Lee ‘Scratch’ Perry (aka Pipecock
Jackxon aka The Upsetter), the great Jamaican
eccentric, will be bringing his live extravaganza to
the Regal. Although his name often precedes him
for his bizarre behaviour, which may or may not
include burning down his own backyard recording
studio, what really made Perry’s name was his role
in pioneering dub music. By dissecting the songs of
Reggae bands and reassembling them as bass and
rhythm-heavy mixes, Perry and his contemporaries
essentially created the art of the remix and helped
earn the producer as much respect as the musicians
and songwriters themselves. Indeed, his original take
on reggae and dub helped to spread both genres to
audiences around the world. At the ripe old age of
75, God only knows what the man has in store for us,
but make no mistake - this is a chance to witness a
real, living legend whose influence on Western music
is almost impossible to put into words, do his thing
live. This means that we can expect some blissed-out,
laid-back riddims and a variety of songs from his long,
illustrious career. Probably. Support comes from Laid
Blak with Aidan Skylarkin DJ, and tickets are available
from We Got Tickets and at the Regal box office.(TM)

TOP

Floorwerk

CHANGE

Hold tight (late night
tough guy edit)

DEE-LITE

Groove is in the heart
(Gigamesh remix)

4 HALL & OATES

I can’t go for that

5 HANNULELAUR
Super monkey

7ØĽĥį
:ĽĉĉíğĲ
=

KOSTAS G
Truth (original mix)

BENJAMIN BRUNN
Let’s call it a day ep

8 PINK FLOYD

Breath (disco
syndicate edit)

9 RENNIE FOSTER

Afrocentric (Jay
Shepherd chord mix)

10 THE PTA

Two sides of symphony

www.myspace.com/fotbfreshoutthebox

SAturday 2nd july

the regal oxford 300 cowley road oxford ox4 2af
£9 Earlybird/£12 Standard/£15 vip/motd
www.etickets.to/www.the-regal.com
1030pm - 4am/over 18’s only
>įæĤĲį8ĽPØÃıŎį9Pŉį+ĽĤÃr
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SKILLZ - This is how we do it!
the art of remixing other people’s tracks - with oxford’s remixers du jour…
Keyboard Choir
Choosing a track

When remixing we only use audio from the
stems we are given. So in some ways the best
remix material for us is something that has a wide
variety of percussive, melodic acoustic and electric
sounds and a good selection of melodies/chord
patterns. However, one of our favourite mixes has
been of Bleeding Heart Narrative’s ‘Fuchsia’. There
were no percussive elements in the original track
at all; it was just a wash of voices and cellos to
work with, so it was an interesting challenge.

Software

The basis of all our remixing work is a sequencing/
performance software package called Live by
Ableton. It’s relatively cheap, powerful and great
for audio manipulation. We also have a ton of
plug - ins that we often use including Alchemy, a
soft synth that is great for loading in bits of audio
from the stems and creating synth pads. For our
remix of ‘I Saw You Blink’ by Stornoway, we used a
mixture of time - stretched loops from the vocal
track and made a synth pad from Brian’s voice
too. We’re also very excited by the potential of
iPad sound manipulation apps such as the Moog
Filtatron and TouchOSC.

Hardware

We don’t use much of the standard Keyboard
Choir live rig except for our Kaoss Pads, which are
fantastic for the way that you can interact with the
sound via a touch screen. You can hear the Kaoss
Pad 3 in action on Oli's vocals on the Bleeding
Heart Narrative mix. Once we’ve got slices of
audio loaded into Alchemy or the standard Live
sampler Ady’s Novation controller keyboard
is pretty essential for triggering the weird and
wonderful sounds we end up creating.
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PART 1

Finding a way in

The knack for putting together a good remix is
finding a creative way to respond to the original
track. Sometimes this can happen very quickly, or
not at all, and it’s very hard to force it to happen. It
just clicks out of the blue. The mix we recently did
of ‘That Town’ by Napoleon IIIrd took a lot of work
because we were going round in circles with it. We
finally nailed it when Ady tried being clever with
vocoders and created the beautiful twinkly pad
sound that ended up leading the vibe of the track.
With the Laki Mera mix it came together quickly
‘cos Ady had a very strong idea straight away.

Junk food + washing up

Ady cooks, sometimes we just veg out on pizza,
and I wash up. It’s a pretty fair arrangement…
None of us have got scurvy in the 8 years we’ve
been working together. Yet.

Fine tuning

Alongside being musically rigorous in the way the
tracks are composed, we also spend a lot of time
shaping the sounds to fit together into a sonically
rich and pleasing whole. If things have been
badly/cheaply recorded, the challenge is to try
and sculpt the sound into something beautiful.
The point is to try to make something new from
something old and to bring out the character and
musical personality of the original while putting
our own aesthetic stamp on it.

Making some sounds into song

Having made a load of loops and chosen some
basic leading elements for the mix the next step
is trying to turn these sometimes disparate sonic
treasures into a cohesive musical whole. Or a song,
as some would call it. Despite our love of formless
drone music and spaced -out ambience Ady tends
to reign in my more abstract musical tendencies in
favour of rigorous adherence to musically rational
structures. Even if the shape of the piece won’t
tend to be verse chorus verse chorus solo chorus
end, there’s normally a logic to the way things
progress.

Final mix

Often the most difficult part is going from
something that is nearly finished to something
that’s ready to send off to the remixee. It’s very
easy to go round in circles with a final mix and you
need to be honest with yourself as to where you’re
making it worse not better.

Words by Sebastian Reynolds. Hear KC’s remixes at www.soundcloud.com/keyboard-choir

WE ARE ELEMENTS CHART

Hunting for diamonds

Sometimes the basic idea comes before you
even start playing with the stems, other times we
need to get the stems loaded into Live and start
hunting around for interesting loops and sounds.
Certain decisions early on shape how the mix
ends up sounding - with the Guillemots track (The
Basket) that we’re working on currently, I made an
executive decision to slow the thing down from
151 – 135 and we’ve turned it into a blissed - out,
post Spaceman 3 indie disco track, where before it
was a super frantic tangle of pop chaos.

A third opinion

The bulk of the remixing work is done by myself
and Ady, but we often call in James as a third pair
of ears. He did a marvellous job of helping Ady
reconstruct our Chad Valley mix from a distorted
drone fest into a disco friendly club banger. It still
has the sonic power of the original edit, but with
more of a pop conscious edge.

LCD Soundsystem - 43.33
(Theo Parrish's space cadet mix)
We've basically adopted this as the
official WAE anthem and it is without
doubt one of the slickest 12" cuts of the
last few years. You're out in space.
Alice Smith - Love Endevour (Maurice Fulton Remix)
Maurice firmly stamped on this epic slice of disco infused house. Despite taking a good 3 or 4 minutes
to get to the point, it's worth the wait. THAT vocal. Just
incredible.
Totally Enormous Extinct Dinosaurs - Garden
A true friend to WAE and TEED has introduced us to
a lot of new music. 'Garden' started him on his trip
to daytime Radio 1 play. A treasure Oxford should
celebrate.
Fela Kuti - Zombie
He had such a groove in all his music that puts a smile
on my face. 13 minutes long, no lyrics until 5 minutes
in, a sax solo to kick off, none of it should work in a
club, but it does.
Floating Points - Vacuum Boogie
A genuine scientist by day, Sam Floating Points is
rearranging genres in his SPARE TIME. Lordy, if the man
can sample his hoover and single - handedly change
music with one 12", I do not want to know what he is
doing in the lab.

Big Boi - Shutterbug
Outkast’s Big Boi steps out and cuts a rug with this
bonafide club banger. Nothing but dancefloor heat
and real hip hop on this cut. No joke, I gave this THREE
rewinds a while back. Still got the fire....
T Williams ft Terri Walker - Heartbeat (Mosca Remix)
Mosca's done a damn good job here. Incredible in a
set of headphones and crisp on a system - everything
about this works. If Trevor Nelson was still doing
Saturday afternoonson R1, he'd be all over this.
Grady Tate - Moondance
Introduced to me by a certain Mr Scruff, this is
probably my favourite cover version in the world.
Van Morrison's enchanting ‘Moondance’ hit given a
swinging retouch and dancehall feel.
Ramadanman / Pearson Sound - Stifle
B-more, Dubstep, Juke, Bashment all chucked in the
blender and this is what comes out. Word of warning do not listen to on laptop speakers. TURN IT UP.
Roy Davis Jr ft Peven Everett - Gabriel
Gospel, House, Garage, Soul rolled into one - basically
attendance at church on Sunday morning couldn't
cleanse your soul as much as this can. Angelic vocal
and ethereal horns; probably the best example of an
end of night tune there is.
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SS20 DNB
DUBSTEP TOP TEN

a regular look at happenings at…
bbc introducing
“We’ve been playing some great electronic music on
the show this month. In particular, we seem to be
playing more and more bands that have been remixed
by their fellow Oxfordians. Gunning for Tamar have
recently been busy working on the likes of Spring
Offensive, Phantom Theory and Ute, whilst Keyboard
Choir have been making a name for themselves as
masters of the art. Over the past few months we’ve
played their interpretations of Chad Valley, Stornoway
and Napoleon IIIrd amongst many others. When Seb
from the band spoke to us he said he only uses the
original source material. This helps them to maintain
the feel of the track, but they always manage to
leave their own distinct mark on the tracks. If you’re
interested in finding out more about remixing
someone’s track, why not head to the BBC Introducing
website, where there are still some really helpful
videos available to watch from the BBC Introducing
Masterclass.
We’re also seeing an increase in the amount of urban
music that’s being sent to us – someone who is doing
great things for young urban artists is Zahra from BG
Records who we spoke to on the show. BG Records
is an independent label that Zahra set up to help out
young people she’d met who had a lot of potential
but not many opportunities. She told us that there are
lots of young people that don’t know how to promote
themselves properly, and there aren’t many venues for
under 18s to perform in Oxford. BG Records provides
a platform for these young artists to create their own
music by offering recording facilities and workshops
for artists. Their showcase at the o2 Academy at the
beginning of April showed off a whopping 15 acts. If
you’re looking for some advice or guidance for writing
and recording, head over to BG Records to see what
they could offer you – they’re keen to work with
people of all ages.”

If you’re making music and you’d like it played on
the show, head to www.bbc.co.uk/introducing
and upload your songs. You can hear BBC Introducing in Oxford every Saturday, 6-7pm on 95.2fm
or online at www.bbc.co.uk/oxford. It’s also
available as listen again on the iPlayer, or you can
subscribe to the podcast via iTunes.
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OXFORD’S
SUMMER MUSIC FIESTA!
Saturday 2nd and Sunday 3rd July
www.cowleyroadcarnival.co.uk
twitter.com/cowleycarnival
Facebook Page - Cowley Road Carnival 2011
Oxford will be getting hyped for summer on 2nd
and 3rd July for Cowley Road Carnival and the new
annual fundraiser Fiesta in The Park. At the Fiesta on
Saturday, Rodney Hylton Smith aka Roots Manuva,
the South London rap sensation, heads a stunning
line up, which also includes Brassroots, Kanda Bongo
Man, Carnival Collective and DJ Count Skylarkin, plus
Kid Fury & Geenee from Oxford’s up and coming crew
Wordplay.
Fiesta’s mix of carnival atmosphere and a seriously
good music lineup makes it unique for Oxford, and all
proceeds go to the charity organising Cowley Road
Carnival, which badly needs funds if the event is to
survive in future years.
Fiesta in The Park, South Park, Saturday 2nd July.
Gates open 4.30pm, £10 in advance, £15 on the gate
(discounts for concessions and 12-16’s).
Cowley Road Carnival on Sunday 3rd July is the city’s
largest annual summer party. Completely free and
open to everyone, the event is also a major showcase
for the Oxford music scene, as local bands and
musicians get to play to large audiences on outdoor
stages in South Park. Just confirmed is local swing /
jazz combo Original Rabbit Foot Spasm Band, who
will play the Main Stage on Sunday evening. There
will also be loads more music, dance and community
performances, a traders’ village, global food stalls,
family workshops, charities and community activities,
all day long, in an atmosphere of carnival vibes.

1. ORIGINAL SIN / Your love ep (Playaz)
2. ICICLE / Under the ice ep (Shogun audio)
3. DJ HAZARD / Food fight (Playaz)
4. BODDIKA / 2727 EP (Swamp 81)
5. SPY & KASRA / Surface / Control (Critical)
6. COMMIX / Double double (Ltd ed) (Metalheadz)
7. INSTRA:MENTAL / Resolution 653 Lp (Nonplus)
8. 16BIT / FZZR9000/Skullcrack (More than a lot)
9. MARCUD INTALEX / 21LP (Soul:R)
10. DC BREAKS / The more I want / Take that (Ram
records)
All available from SS20, 176 Cowley Road, Oxford
www.ss20.com

DJ SKYLARKIN’S CHART

RAGGA TWINS – LIVING
LEGENDS
The Ragga Twins return
with a gospel - inspired
instant rave classic.
DREADSQUAD feat
TENOR FLY – SWEET
THING (MR BENN
REMIX)
Another jungle legend,
this time the Tenor is on a
wibbly-wobbly UK Funky
tip.
ROOTS MANUVA vs
WRONGTOM - REBUFF
Could have chosen any
of the tunes from the
recent Duppy Writer LP.
Look forward to seeing
Roots at the Fiesta in
South Park.
TROJAN SOUNDSYSTEM
vs TODDLA T – MY GOD
Instant jungle classic
2011 style with Jah
Buck on lead vocal
duties. I think I hold the
distinction of being the
first person to play this
out, after Earl Gateshead
handed me a test
pressing while we were
DJing together at Notting
Hill Arts Club back in
January.
COUNT SKYLARKIN’ &
HARVEY K-TEL – DUB
OF A PREACHERMAN
The product of several
late night sessions round
at my mate Harvey K-Tel's
studio in North Oxford.
There's even a video check it out on youtube.

DAWN PENN – YOU
DON’T LOVE ME
(DUBSTEP MIX)
Quite simply, one of the
biggest reggae tunes of
all time, here given a bit
of a modern retouch.
LAID BLAK – BRISTOL
LOVE
They really are one of the
best bands around. This
one's taken from their
forthcoming album
on Tricky's label
BrownPunk, due later
this year.
KITTY, DAISY & LEWIS –
I’M SO SORRY
The first time, to my
knowledge, that the
group have tried their
hand at making a ska
record, and to my
ears it sounds great.
GAPPY RANKS BUTTERFLIES
Beefed-up Johnny-TooBad rhythm. This one
goes down particularly
well when I play it at the
Hi-Lo Jamaican Eating
House.
SMILEY CULTURE –
POLICE OFICER
I've always loved this
record and it's rarely been
out of my 45s box over
the years.
Keep up to date with
Skylarkin’s going’s on at
skylarkin.wordpress.com
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Put together Soul, Dub, Dubstep,
Future Garage, House, Breakbeat,
Electro, Indie, Dancehall and Jungle
and you still might have to come up
with a new genre to categorise Totally
Enormous Extinct Dinosaurs (also
known as TEED)
In fact, it’s a waste of time trying to categorise him let’s just say he produces mind-blowing music and
packs an unforgettable live show as well…
SAMPLER managed a few words with TEED who’s in
the middle of the making of his debut album which
will come out on Polydor in the autumn.

He’s got a
big following
in the UK,
he’s making
inroads all
around the
world, and
he’s one of the
biggest acts
Oxford has
to offer right
now…
THE SAMPLER / MAY 2011

What’s your musical background?
“When I was a toddler I learnt how to use the CD
player and record player and I would just put on my
dad’s record collection and CD collection which was
all classical. I can remember 3 or 4 CD’s and tapes that
I used to listen to all the time and that’s kind of where
music starts for me. I started playing piano when I was
really young.”
Did you have formal lessons?
“I did quite heavy weight formal stuff. I say heavy
weight but I just practised a lot because I liked it and
I sung in a choir and generally that was my world. My
dad’s a professor of music at Oxford University. I was
always surrounded by music and then when I was
like 10 or 11 I kind of gradually started picking up on
what my brothers and sisters were listening to. I started
stealing my brother’s Jungle tapes and I got madly into
that."
So that was your first dealings with modern dance
music?
“Yeah, that and early rave.”
What were your favourite tunes?
“I remember one of my sister’s 18th birthdays and I
must have been 11. They had that 808 State – ‘Pacific
State’ tune. The DJ was a boyfriend of hers and he let
me play that record. That was the first record that I
remember. I remember my brother taking me into his
room and playing me ‘Timeless’ by Goldie and stuff like
that. I was really aware of Jungle - that is what I loved.
I went to Avid records and bought a record deck. I just
become a mad vinyl, Drum and Bass, Jungle kid.”

Did you have a DJ name?
“Not really no, we all sort of made up ones and
changed them every six months. For me and my
friends it was wicked cause we were all like 16 or 17
and we could just about blag our way in to some
parties, but basically it was all about mixtapes and
hanging out in people’s bedrooms and you were like,
really excited about the next big tune.”
Any big records that you can remember from that
time?
“Yeah like that Doc Scott tune called ‘Shadow Boxing’.
That was one of those records that we all loved. I
remember there was also a Shy FX remix of a track
called ‘Chopper’ and when we were 15 we had one
tape with that record on and nobody had the vinyl
- we couldn’t find the vinyl so we had this one tape
between 20 of us.”
Do you remember going to any big nights around
then?
“I remember one of the first things I got into was
Nicky Blackmarket at the Bully, probably 10 years ago. I
remember going absolutely mental. I don’t think I even
had a drink that night. I just went crazy. There were
enough parties going on and at that time it was easy
to get your way into a club if you were underage - it
was very relaxed.”
At that point were you recording stuff at home?
“I had been producing, mucking around, trying to
make music since I was 12. Not in a kind of geeky way,
just for fun. I wasn’t into the technology side of things; I
just liked programming the drums and things like that,
so I had it all set up.”
Where did the TEED name come from?
“It was a joke. It was just one day I had written this
track that was called ‘Dinosaurs Having a Party’ and it
was like one of those piss take tunes and I wanted to
put it up on myspace ‘cause I quite liked it. I started a
myspace page, and that is what I called the act and
then like a month later Huw Stephens played it on
Radio 1.”
Did they just hear about it from Myspace?
“No, it was a competition to write a track inspired by a
painting at the Tate Modern. It’s not the kind of thing
I do but Basement Jaxx, Huw Stephens and two other
people were on the panel and I was like ‘Basement Jaxx
and Huw Stephens - I’d love them to hear my music.’ I
entered this track, found a painting that looked a bit
like the piece of music and they both came up to me
at the event at the Tate. I didn’t win it but they were
like, ‘really like this CD - I’ll get you to do a remix one
day’ and Huw was like, ‘I’ll play it next week on Radio 1’.”
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So what was the next step?
“Some people came on board to manage me and then
they started sending my stuff to Greco Roman [record
label] and things started happening there. I played a
couple of their parties and put out my first 12”. Then
Greco Roman happened and that was a great home
for me and it felt right. I felt like I could do what I want
and they were really helpful with the music.
You've got your live show and your DJing now?
“I DJ very rarely - maybe once every two months for
fun cause I'm trying to push this one show, which is
totally not a DJ set. It's fun though, playing other stuff.
I change up the live show every time but it's basically
the same thing. I feel like I have more freedom than a
band ‘cause it’s just me and I can go wherever I want.”
Where outside of Oxford is your favourite place to
play?
“My favourite place to play would be Glasgow. It
always goes off. I just had an amazing time in America
- they knew the music. I couldn't believe it - they were
singing along and it was my first time in America. They
were really tuned in and really going for it.”
What’s the next plans?
“I'm going to finish my next single - it’s just being
mastered. It’s going to hopefully get some radio in the
next couple of weeks. Some remixes of that are coming.
I'm working on my album right now, which is going
to come out at the end of the summer. It should be
finished by now but I've just went on a massive tour.”
How did the head dress and suit that you wear
when you play live come about?
“I made the first suit myself and then I got a friend
involved. One of my dancers - she makes the all in one
suits that I wear. The head dress I was just like, ‘I wanna
wear a head-dress’. There was no plan - there was no
scheme at all. It was just, ‘let's keep developing the
costume and having fun’. It is literally, ‘what’s going to be
funny, what’s going to be a laugh’. Nothing more nothing
less. There are big costume things on stage I want to
get done. I can't really get away with what I'm doing at
moment on a big festival stage. I've got some big gigs
this summer. I need to make it all bigger without relying
on that LCD screen which everyone does.”
What festivals have you got this year?
“Glastonbury, SW4, Secret Garden Party, Melt, Beach
Break, Out to Graze, Bestival, Wakestock, probably
about 20 or 30 festivals. I'm pretty sure I am doing at
least 2 festivals every weekend for the summer. The act
works so well at festivals -better than in a club.” (SG/LC)
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Releases
COUNT SKYLARKIN’ AND HARVEY K-TEL / DUB OF A PREACHERMAN
“Son of Preacher Man” is a definitely a heavenly choice
and jungle for ages now and you
can feel his love for masters like
of song to form the ice cream base of a reggaesteady
D’n’B sundae, and the decision to use the Judy Mowatt
Alton Ellis and Horace Andy in
this effort. The mix is respectful;
and the Gaylettes' cover of the Dusty Springfield tune
is a bit of divine inspiration. Although way lesserit's fairly linear, retaining the pure
known than Dusty's original, which was torpedoed
joy of the classic song whilst
adding a minute and a half
(or Tarantino-ed) into popularity after Pulp Fiction,
Judy's saucy rocksteady voice and vibe makes you feel
of exuberant Cypress Hill-like
touches and of course, driving
almost that this was the way the tune was meant to be
interpreted. The title, “Dub of a Preacherman” could in
rhythms that should put you on
a sense refer to Count Skylarkin’ himself; after all he has
the dancefloor, unless you have
been sharing the good news of reggae, rocksteady, ska
no soul. (NR)

Have a listen at http://soundcloud.com/t-e-e-d
or catch him live at Out To Graze Festival 8-10 July
at Fir Tree Country Park

MR SHAODOW
feat GHETTS / GET
STRONGER
Ominous orchestral
flourishes warn
unsuspecting ears, before
a juddering bassline
and sparse percussion
pattern (the hallmark of
this unique grime/dub
step hybrid) rumbles in,
levelling all in its path

with a lethal punch/
kick combo. Enter local
lad ShaoDow fresh from
supporting ‘Wearing
My Rolex’ Wiley on tour,
flinging his words like
swift handfuls of daggers.
This is kung-fu-hop at
its best. ‘Hardest darkest
smartest fastest…!’ he
snarls before guesting
emcee Ghetts chops in
with his verse (“if you
wanna go; go for it”)
and they spar vocally.
Energetic stuff. Not since
Beastie Boys dabbled in
Buddhism has far-Eastern
philosophy informed
hip-hop so effectively.
Mr Miyagi would be
proud…(LB)

THE PSYCHOTECHNIC
LEAGUE / MODERNIST
DISCO presents
WE DO NOT HAVE A
DINOSAUR – VARIOUS
A commendable attempt
to showcase the wide
and sometimes disparate
range of electronic acts
one can find dotted
around the city (with
all profits to the Red
Cross Japanese tsunami
appeal), this compilation
really has something for
everyone...
From the opening
robotic industrial assault
of relatively unknown
Cez’s ‘Robotic Perfect’
via Tiger Mendoza’s
uncharacteristically
dubsteppy groove
‘The New Scum’ to
80’s bontempi-ravers
Space Heroes Of The

People and ending
with the scattershot
‘Tennis’ by novelty-dance
cartoons Coloureds
(disappointingly, a less
catchy re-tread of The
Prodigy’s ‘Girls’) - no one
can say it’s dull listen!
And yet, while the lush,
Air-esque ‘Pia’ by The
Grundle Bay Riots and
lots of the more well known acts like Keyboard
Choir and The Evenings
mix in distinctively
Oxfordian indie-centric
flavours, the real
highlights here are the
slightly more anonymous
(and all the more
convincing for it) throwdowns like Left Outer
Join’s ‘A Secret Tribute’,
The Kinetic Wardrobe’s
‘Tcherepin’ and Manacles
Of Acid ‘Drugs, Sex,
Sensation’. These tracks
contain no guitars or
sung vocals (which sadly
ruin tracks by Sikorski
with overwrought
power-ballad wailing
and King of Beggars
with a bad Alan Vega/
Mark E Smith hybrid!),
or off-beat quirks, but

instead concentrate on
the important business of
making you want to twist
the volume knob to the
max and double drop,
much like the city’s most
successful and technotrance pioneers ‘Lab 4’ did
back in the 90’s!
An almost perfect
introduction to an
exciting new scene in
town...(JN)

HALF DECENT
PIECES OF LIFE EP
Half Decent, the
brainchild of Chris
Martin (no, not that one
- this is a local producer/
vocalist) - has an assured,
polished sparkle. Allied
with a dreamy melody
loop ‘Time’ displays an
endearing idealism;
as does much of this
7 track (occasionally
creeping into borderline

sentimentality). ‘Losers’
has a wonderfully retro
drum’n’bass edginess
to it, complete with
ethereal female vocals
counteracting Chris’s
Home Counties wide-boy
patter. Standout track,
and the one which
should appeal to DJs
is ‘Move Your Body’- a
potential floor filler with
its striding electronic
disco bassline sound not unlike The Shamen’s
‘Ebeneezer Goode’ but
with a more up to date
groove. There are flashes
of inspired lyricism with
lines like “follow me girl,
but not on Twitter, we’ll
go to the bar and get
more liquor”. Smooth
stuff…(LB)
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Out to graze cont / Chart

OUT TO GRAZE 2011
Over the last 4 years, Out to Graze festival has risen quietly to prominence,
becoming the red letter weekend on the local clubber calendar. They sold out in
2010, and if you’re even vaguely on first name terms with dance music, be it soul,
techno, house, funk, dubstep, reggae, whatever, and you like a festival knees up…it’s surely one event that shouldn’t be missed.
We got together with Nick, Matt and Edd, who are at
the heart of it all.
How did the idea for Out to Graze festival come
about?
Nick: I’d known Matt for some time and knew Edd from
the music scene in Oxford. We had talked about doing
a festival for a couple of years, so we got together and
started Out To Graze. From the time that these guys
got involved, it’s snowballed – we’ve grown every year.
It started at Shabbington then we moved it to a much
better venue last year at Fir Tree Country Park near
Banbury.
Matt: It started from running club events for a
number of years - we’re all club promoters (Edd runs
Bassmentality, Matt runs Slide and Nick runs Simple),
and when you’ve put on as many events as we have,
you kind of try to push it on.
What’s the difference between, say, the first one
and last year’s?
Nick: It’s better organised, a better site, better location
- there’s more thought goes into the structure of the
music.
Edd: To put it into context, I don’t think we even had a
name until 6-8 weeks before the first festival. We knew
we were running this event and we didn’t know what
it was called. We were sat in Nick’s bar [Baby Simple]
going "What are we gonna call it?!”.
Matt: We were going, ‘what do cows do when they’re
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out there - they’re out to graze!’ – and we went “that’s a
brilliant name”.
Nick: We’re now selling tickets for the next one the day
after the previous year’s festival.
Edd: We don’t want to run before we can walk. We
could have gone in this year and said “Right, we’re
having a 5,000 capacity”, and blown £80k on the
lineup, but I think we’d lose what most of the people
who come to our festival enjoy, which is an intimate
feeling, a kind of Oxford thing. It’s probably a bit like
Truck with less of an indie, more of a dance slant.
Any famous moments from the early ones?
Nick: We had a particularly party – driven farmer to
start off with who was more into the party side than
sorting everything out. He was a bit too sympathetic
to the ethos of the festival.
Edd: We had his mum ringing up a few days
later saying “What have you done to him – he’s
disappeared!”.
Nick: He nearly got himself killed – he got electrocuted
by the generator.
Edd: He got this proper moody World War II
generator for 500 quid and grabbed on to it and got
electrocuted.
Nick: I remember speaking to the farmer and he said
“The festival was fine, but I kept catching people riding
my horses.”
Nick: It nearly crippled us in the first year when we had

thousands of pounds worth of equipment stolen.
Edd: Yeah – we nearly got wiped out by getting these
small distribution boxes worth three and a half grand
each nicked. It taught us a lesson about the value of
getting insurance!
Anyone that played in the early ones that have
gone on to big things?
Edd: We had Maya Jane Coles come and play on the
Microclimate stage who’s been on the front of Mixmag
and is commanding big fees all over Europe. She came
and played for a couple of beers and she’s really blown up.

Anyone you’re particularly looking forward to
hearing this year?
All: I’m really looking forward to Count Skylarkin' this
year! [I should add that Aidan ‘Count’ Skylarkin’ is sitting
with us at the table at this point].
Matt: I’m looking forward to Jazzie B – it’s a DJ set but he
has a microphone and does a bit of MCing over the top.
Edd: A Guy Called Gerald, who’s playing live, is a great
one for us to have. Totally Enormous Extinct Dinosaurs
– at this time next year, he’s going to be huge. Original
Rabbit Foot Spasm Band who are playing on Aidan’s
Big Ten Inch stage – they’re really good.

Out to Graze takes place over the weekend of 8 – 10 July at Fir Tree Country Park, Oxfordshire.
Visit www.outtograze.com for ticket and full lineup details.

PROGRESSIVELY LESS ELEPHANT TOP 10
1. FRANKIE VALLI AND
THE FOUR SEASONS
THE NIGHT
This is pretty much
the song that defines
our music choice for
the night – often leads
into the last, somewhat
more chaotic part of the
evening.
2. THE WALKMEN
THE RAT
The first couple of times
it was more one for the
gentlemen in the venue
but now it's getting a
bit more love from the
females. Angry but still
danceable and what a
band...
3. THE SUPREMES
MY WORLD IS EMPTY
WITHOUT YOU
Another link that works
well between the indie
stuff and the more full-on
Motown classics.

4. THE RONETTES
BE MY BABY
Classic Spector - instant
fun as soon as the intro
kicks in.
5. FLEETWOOD MAC
GO YOUR OWN WAY
Slightly cheesy you might
think, but some of the
coolest kids in Oxford
have been seen wailing
away to this.
6. LCD SOUNDSYSTEM
ALL MY FRIENDS
A seven minute epic
but nothing wrong with
that - another one that
is left to the end of the
evening's proceedings.
7. THE BEATLES
DRIVE MY CAR
Usually the climax of
resident DJ Zoob's 60s
half hour that gets the
night under way properly.

PLE is monthly at Baby Love Bar

8. THE RAPTURE
HOUSE OF JEALOUS
LOVERS
We wouldn't just play
the same old business
that you get at every
other indie night in town.
Having said that there is
some stuff that warrants
being played at pretty
much every night and
this is one.
9. CARIBOU
ODESSA
One PLE DJ has been
known to declare this
wants to make him “do
dirty things” - don't let
that keep you away.
10. PULP
DISCO 2000
Everyone loves a bit of
Jarvis to sing along to.
‘Common People’ is
maybe a bit too obvious,
but ‘Disco 2000’ is just
right.

www.facebook.com/progressivelylesselephant
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BEARDYMAN at O2 Academy
Warm-up DJ JFB does just that; spinning the sounds
that put us in the mood for grooving. A true talent on
the decks, he plays and mixes old skool choonz like a
pro. House of Pain, Chemical Brothers and the Prodigy
all get the JFB treatment.
No more than five minutes on YouTube convinced me
that Beardyman had to be experienced live sharpish.
One of the very few musical geniuses we’ve seen
recently (twice UK Beatbox Champion -where the
practitioner vocally replicates the sound of a drum
pattern), the clean shaven Beardyman is truly unique.
And it is all done in ‘real time’ using looping technology
(4 Kaoss pads, a microKorg synth and a mixer- for
the techies out there) and masses of surreal humour
(check out Reefer Sadness).
He wears his musical influences openly; drum’n’bass,
dubstep (big time- check out his cracked version of
the Pink Panther theme) reggae, trance and hip hop;
in fact just about any style you care to name. It is hard
to remember that most of his music is made with his
hugely adaptable voice (and a bit of synth- but not
for the beats; they are always pure Beardy). It sounds
fresh because the human voice is probably the most
adaptable instrument there is. This is especially true
when it is put through multiple effects. But he is not
an entirely well man, mentally. At one stage he flies
a tiny helicopter over the crowd to the theme from
Airwolf. One of many unforgettable moments comes
with ‘musical chairs drum’n’ bass’ - the audience are
encouraged to spazz out to the sounds, then freeze
when they cease, then in reverse- everyone dancing
like mad to pure silence and then still for the tunes.
Devastatingly good entertainment. (LB)
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JAMIE WOON
The Jericho, Oxford

DAWN PENN + JAMATONE
at The Cellar
“We’re working on reggae standard time,” jokes Aidan
Larkin before presenting the delayed-by-an-hour
support for the first evening of Dawn Penn’s two-night
stint at The Cellar. Fortunately we didn’t have to wait
much longer after Jamatone for the break of Dawn.
As Ms Penn takes the stage, she’s barely as tall as the
mic stand and dressed in a fur cap and heavy jumper,
apparently missing her Caribbean climate. She shoots
us a twinkly glance and opens her set with a sunny,
multilayered mix of Dido’s ‘Thank You’.
Does Dawn Penn have the greatest voice? To quote
her massive hit, “no,no, no.” But, at almost 60, she’s
cuter than you’ll ever be and completely charms a
crowd more than half her age. Sailing seamlessly on a
rocksteady wave from ‘The First Cut is the Deepest’ to
All Saints’ ‘Never Ever’, to her new funky house single,
she has us eating out of the palm of her hand. “I just
want to put her in my pocket,”the girl behind me keeps
screeching, annoyingly, but it’s true. We all get caught
up in her warm tone, her mesmerizing groove and her
quiet confidence. “My sound will control you,” she sings
towards the end of her set. No argument there…
Dawn’s not dim; she knows everyone is busting to hear
“You Don’t Love Me”, but every time someone begs for
it, she answers slyly, “I don’t know what you’re talking
about.” Seriously, if nobody has sampled her laugh by
now, they need to get on it. Before concluding her
set with the “of course she’s gonna play it” track (with
more than a few fun twists), she graciously returns to
the gratitude with which she began, classily crooning
‘thank-yous’ to her capable backing foursome. For an
energetic encore she and the band jam out a tune that
includes the classic African spiritual ‘Kumbaya’. Come
by here again, Dawn - we’ll wait up for you. (NR)

First, let’s get all the Jamie Woon - related puns out of
our system: Blue Woon, Paper Woon, Woon River, Dark
Side of the Woon…and simply, ask, are we already
over the Woon? Ugh, yes, a horrible turn of phrase, but
judging from the somewhat subdued reaction at this
sold-out gig, it’s a fair question.
Granted that at any small-venue gig featuring a bighype artist, there are going to be a number of people
there who are just there to be able to say ‘I was there’
(their jibberjabber and can’t-see-over-your-dipster
hairdos make everything less fun), and granted it was
the first night of his tour and, granted, my expectations
regarding ambient atmosphere and intensity might
have just been a tad too high…granted all of these
things, I went out into the night air feeling, like Jamie’s
hair that evening, just a bit flat. Don’t get me wrong:
Dude. Can. Sing. Seriously, if they bottled his smooth,
deliciously delicate-yet-rich soul voice I’m sure people
would spray it on like Lynx. And in an age of autotuning, Jamie Woon’s tone, control and range deserve
every accolade he’s received; his talent holds up under
the polygraph test that a live show can be.
No, what was lacking from the Jericho gig was not
intensity in itself, but a building intensity - the kind that
makes the people in the back hush and elevates the
listener from performance to experience.
Backed by a band that included drummer, guitarist,
keyboard and Macbook, Woon crooned a consistent
ten-song set, plus two extra offerings that he refused
to call an encore, probably because The Jericho doesn’t
have a backstage to retreat to whilst the fans demand
more. He included old and new tunes, from ‘Spirits’
and ‘Blue Truth’ to the pulsing ‘Lady Luck’ and of course
an extended version of ‘In the Night Air.’ Particular faves
were the beguilingly stripped-back ballad ‘Missing
Person’ as well as ‘Shoulda’ (where he treated us to
some a cappella), ‘Waterfront’ and ‘Middle’ from his
Mirrorwriting album (Polydor). None of these break
new ground, necessarily, but they have gentle, driving
rhythms and an addictive synth simplicity - the kind
that makes you incessantly hit “repeat”.
Call it what you want: post-dubstep, atmospheric RnB,
dark, futuristic pop, and compare him to whomever
you like: the-other-James (Blake), Prince, the xx…
Jamie’s voice and lyrical sensibility are what will propel
him, like a full Woon rising, to “so glad we got a chance
to see him in a small venue like the Jericho” status. (NR)

“if they bottled
his smooth,
deliciously
delicate-yetrich soul voice
I’m sure people
would spray it on
like Lynx!"
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KATY B
at O2 Academy, Oxford

THE ORIGINAL RABBIT
FOOT SPASM BAND at
Jericho Tavern (Oxford Jazz festival)
In a city that loves to celebrate the success of its many
indie rock bands, it’s easy to forget just how eclectic
the scene is, and how much talent lies off the beaten
track. TORFSB are one such example of this: They’re
most definitely not ‘indie’ nor, as many a lazy reviewer
has tried to categorise them, (undoubtedly using a
shoehorn the size of an Olympic ski jump), ‘jazz fusion.’
They’re more like the traditional jump blues bands
of the Rat Pack-era mixed with a fun-loving Blues
Brothers. Technically, this is swing revival.
They have, arguably, the best rhythm section of any
band, of any genre, in the city. The brass section are
the men who put the swing into the band, all of whom
are not only masters of their respective instruments,
but also master showmen, providing many visual gags
throughout the show. Carlo Matassa (guitar) has an
outstanding knack for being able to fade in with the
rhythm section or break out a show-stopping solo
as needed, leader Stuart Macbeth is as good a blues
pianist as you’ll find anywhere.
Vocally, Macbeth’s style's reminiscent of the late
Cab Calloway: husky, smoky and soulful. He has the
charisma to match; with each swig from his drink,
he got more entertaining. Lyrically their songs are
outstanding. ’Grandpa’s Shed’ and ’I’m The Taxidermy
Man’ are two of the finest songs in the arsenal of any
band in the country, though it’s the opening lyrics
of ‘If I Had A House’ that stick longest in the memory:
“The loft is full of old asbestos/the toilet’s never seen
Domestos/it’s the future that once depressed us/how
we got here, heaven bless us/you’d remember me
baby/if I had a house.” (KS)
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EXAMPLE, WRETCH 32
at O2 Academy, Oxford
Wretch 32 has over 50,000 followers on Twitter, has
been pinned the rapper’s rapper, has collaborated with
the likes of Mike Skinner, Chipmunk and Example, and
Tinie Tempah calls him “one of the best lyricists in the
game” – some build up! Before tonight’s gig I only
knew Wretch 32 as the artist behind this years catchiest
lyric ‘My lifestyle’s so terribly wild, but you won’t catch
me on Jeremy Kyle taken from his first single release
‘Tracktor’. Despite initial judgment, Wretch 32 is no one
hit wonder - in his own take off of Jay Z’s ‘99 Problems’,
he raps “I’ve got 99 problems but a hit ain’t one”, and
he’s not far wrong - Wretch is an artist who can deliver
the punchlines, exude charismatic flow while at the
same time holding down the best smile in grime. In his
fleeting set, he performs a cover of ‘The First Time’ by
the Script, a definite crowd pleaser, and, of course, the
Stone Roses – sampling chart hit ‘Unorthodox’ - a true
star in the making.
After a very long hour interval, Example finally takes
to the stage. The set kicks off with some of the old
classics, shortly after which he announces “Now I’ve
got all the rapping out of the way, we can get onto
the good stuff” - the rest of the set shows a distinct
move away from hip hop and it’s a very different
performance from when I first saw him play in a
small tent at Wireless Festival back in 2009. Tonight’s
gig is reminiscent of a Streets’ gig with a ‘let’s hav it’
pervade to match; Example bounces between tracks
with unlimited energy and somehow manages to
convince the crowd that they’re in Ibiza, when ‘Watch
the Sun Come Up’ kicks in. We could be easily fooled
into thinking he’s right, turning the Academy into a
clubland house paradise. The new single ‘Changed the
Way You Kiss Me’ will no doubt be the soundtrack of
summer ’11, and I for one am not complaining. (HD)

Tonight’s support for this Royal Wedding Day visit
from dubstep royalty Katy B is Jamie George who is
best described as resembling the bastard lovechild of
Simon Amstell, Ronald McDonald and Greg James. A
skinny white kid with a mop of curly hair, he appears
to have adopted the standard scene kid uniform of
checked shirt and jeans for all of his publicity shots.
Alone on stage with his DJ ‘JJ’, you’re left watching
what can only be described as a live rendition of a
YouTube parody of 8 Mile. I decided to take a cigarette
break somewhere in the middle of what was his
third song. Or maybe his fourth. I’m certain from the
reaction when Jagga walked on stage that not many
had previously heard of him, but it wasn’t long before
he had the sold-out crowd eating out of the palm of
his hand. The influence of the likes of Hendrix, Dylan,
Miles Davis and RZA all come through in Jagga’s
wonderful fusion of hip-hop, rock and electronica.
Main event, Katy B, is beginning to carve out a musical
niche all of her own. Despite being haphazardly
thrown between the R’n’B, Dubstep, UK Garage, Funk
and House labels by many reviewers, she curiously
manages to be simultaneously all and none of the
above. If it were a musical Venn diagram, Katy B
occupies an intersect all of her own. She opened her
show with the tremendous warm-up song ‘Louder.’
Originally the B-side of the single ‘Katy On A Mission,’ it
gained such popularity that it charted in it’s own right
and gives the perfect opportunity for the audience
to interact, if only by shouting the word ‘louder’ on
cue. Following that up was the newest single, ‘Broken
Record,’ which is certain to have been sickeningly
overplayed by Radio 1 at this point, ruining everyone’s
ability to truly appreciate what a beautiful song this
is. While hearing this song live for the first time, it was
easy to find myself lost in the laid-back, almost ethereal
atmosphere that had already settled across the room.
From that point on, she began to tear through
the album, whipping the crowd into a frenzy with
tracks such as ‘Power On Me’ and ‘Witches Brew‘,
keeping everyone thoroughly enthralled in gaps
between songs by taking the time to really allow us
to understand what those songs mean to her and, by
dong so, making this feel as much like an intimate gig
in someone’s living room as the first date on her debut
headline tour.

She rounds off her set with a rendition of the first
single, ‘Katy On A Mission‘, a song that perfectly
captured the mood in the room. We’d danced,
we’d sung, and we’d thoroughly enjoyed it. Most
importantly for the artist and her label, even the most
sceptical heads in the room had joined her on her
‘mission.’
She couldn’t leave, however, without doing
December’s massive hit single ‘Lights On.’ There had
been rumours among the crowd that she might have
been joined on stage for this, as on the single, by Ms.
Dynami-tee-hee. They proved unfounded, but this is
the perfect showstopper in any case. This song, as Katy
explained, is about that feeling you get at the end of
the night, when your hair is matted with sweat, when
the make-up is dripping down your face, the DJ is
running down his set and the lights in the club come
up… and all you want to do is dance some more.
Which, aside from the make-up thing, is exactly how I
felt at the end of the night. (KS)

TOTALLY ENORMOUS
EXTINCT DINOSAURS (DJ SET)
+ Man of Science at The Cellar
Battling through a queue of 50 people odd to enter We
Are Elements at the Cellar tonight, it’s clear to see the
impact of one of Oxford's recent success stories Totally
Enormous Extinct Dinosaurs, or 'TEED' as he is more
commonly referred to. Warming up the dancefloor,
Man of Science had just started and provided a
consistency of courageous mixes most DJ’s wouldn’t
attempt. At times, mixing Floating Points to Outkast
and Barrington Levy to Blawan.
By the time of TEED, we were lucky enough to hear
a blend of music genres I forgot existed. Jumping
through mid - 90's R’n’B to the latest in UK Funky,
taking in Garage and Jungle, it's clear where TEED
draws his influence from and a personal highlight was
a 20 minute set reminding me of the days when old
skool garage turned into grime.
TEED's set then blended into a back – to - back session
when Man of Science rejoined him on the turntables,
and this was really where anything went. McFadden
and Whitehead's 'Ain't No Stopping Us Now', anyone?
To be fair, it was pretty apt as both looked as though
they were thoroughly enjoying interacting with the
crowd and they repayed them for it. (CM)
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Club Focus
This weekly ‘woo-hoo’ has become one of the most
popular nights out in the city, bringing an amazing range
of household names like The Wombats, Jonny Borrell, Greg James and Edith
Bowman to play. The Sampler tracked down DJ Dan who, with just £250,
kicked it all off.
How did Propaganda get started?
“I launched Propaganda when I was only 20. I was a
student at Bristol University and started the night with
£250 from my student loan in a small 200 capacity
club. Bristol had a big D’n’B scene and there were the
usual cheesy student nights, but there was nothing
catering for indie fans. I had come from London where
I regularly went to indie nights so I decided to launch
my own. I did all the promotion for it and DJed the
whole night alone. I never once envisaged that it
would become the full time job for myself, let alone
the full time job fifteen other people who all work for
Propaganda across the country. We have seventeen
weekly club nights across the UK and Ireland, and
we recently launched a new weekly night in Sydney,
Australia.”
Where did the name come from?
“A good name for a club night is really important and I
was really struggling to come up with one. I asked my
best friend for some ideas and, being a history student
with an enthusiasm for Russian history, he came up
with Propaganda. It’s short and catchy and has served
us well.”
What’s the secret of Propaganda’s success?
“We constantly have people come to Propaganda
who are surprised by how much of the music they
recognise, even though they think they don’t really
know much about indie music. We like to differentiate

ourselves from other indie nights by putting on guest
DJs, for example we’ve had Greg James and Huw
Stephens from Radio 1 in the past couple of months.
The guests add a bit of excitement to the night, and
bring variety to the music, often playing tunes that you
wouldn’t necessarily expect to hear.
Anything you’ve been particularly proud of?
“At the start of the year I played an Australia and New
Zealand DJ tour and also played in Hong Kong. I’ve
also played sets in New York, Ibiza and Barcelona. I am
especially proud of touring with Oasis on their final UK
stadium tour - I found myself DJing in amazing venues
like Wembley Stadium and Cardiff Millennium Stadium
which was an incredible experience - Oasis have been
my favourite band since I was 15, and it was great to
become their chosen DJ.”
What do you listen to at home?
“I really liked the debut albums from The Vaccines and
Two Door Cinema Club. I am also a big fan of Belle &
Sebastian, although they’re a bit too chilled to play at
Propaganda.”
Who’s your favourite DJ other than the Propaganda
ones?
“I have DJed alongside Calvin Harris, Zane Lowe and
Mark Ronson. I’ve been really impressed with all three
of them as DJs but it would be hard to select one as
my favourite.”
Any future plans for Propaganda?
“We’ve got some really exciting festival activity
planned for this summer including Glastonbury,
Reading Festival, Oxegen, Rockness and Wakestock.
We’re really pleased with how our Propaganda
Magazine and blog have been received and we hope
to expand on those over the next few months.”
Propaganda happens alongside Trashy and Room 101
every Saturday night at O2 Academy, Oxford – visit
www.thepropaganda.com
DJ DAN CURRENT DJ TOP 5
1. MUMFORD & SONS – Little lion man
2. TWO DOOR CINEMA CLUB – Something good can work
3. THE VACCINES – If you wanna
4. ARCADE FIRE – We used to wait
5. NOAH & THE WHALE – L.I.F.E.G.O.E.S.O.N
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OUT TO GRAZE

8-10 July 2011

FESTIVAL

Fir Tree Country Park. Oxfordshire OX17 1JL
“I have no doubt that this is the best small festival I can
remember going to in ages; beautifully chaotic in a serene
setting and the right mix of people make Out To Graze a winner.
We’ll be back next year for sure!!”

eFestivals review, otg 2010

Stages hosted by
Slide. Simple. Bassmentality.
The Big Ten Inch. Skylarkin’.
Get Diverted. Snatch.
Z-Shed vs Coin Operated
The Famous Bedouin Tent.
Boudoir Bliss Café.
The OTG Wedding Disco.
Saturday Fancy Dress - Charity Shop Chic

Totally Enormous Extinct Dinosaurs
Jazzie B (Soul 2 Soul). A Guy Called Gerald
Prime Cuts (Scratch Perverts). DJ Derek. Lee Mortimer

Eskimo Twins. Colin Dale, Asad Rizvi. The Drop

www.outtograze.com
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